
 

 
BAFTA ROCLIFFE FORUM LIST – TV DRAMA 2015 
 

 
 
Our first ever BAFTA Rocliffe Forum List spotlighting the projects from our TV Drama 
script call which have received a minimum of four recommendations from industry 
executives.  Our TV Panel panel comprised representatives from across the industry 
including executives and agents from BBC, Company Pictures, Tiger Aspect, Sky, 
Casarotto, MacFarlane-Chard, Kitson Management and writers from Strike 
Back, Utopia and Being Human. The competition was tight this year with more than 
200 entries. 
 
The list gives agents, producers, industry executives and directors an opportunity to 
discover new writing talent. To contact any of the writers listed below, simply email 
us at office [at] rocliffe dot com with your details and we will connect you. 
 
TITLE WRITERS SYNOPSIS 

After Life Katie Boyles  
& Steven Lally 
 

Rebecca Avery: social outcast, Atheist, 
exorcist, leads a team of paranormal 
investigators in a battle to save humankind 
from having their minds controlled by ghosts. 

Hauntings Of The 
Sea 

Nicholas Gibbs The relationship between a reluctant, 
unprepared heroine and a usurped hero-in-
waiting as they fight against the unkillable 
dead of the sea. 

Interpreters Elizabeth 
Cooper 

Interpreter Ayten Bektash uses her linguistic skills 
to unpick the web of corruption surrounding an 
ambitious politician: her former lover Ali Yavuz. 

Jordan Daniel Dowling 
& Bryan Delaney 

The extraordinary journey of Jordan Crane, 
from social reformer and community leader to 
charlatan TV psychic, modern day evangelist, 
leader of a social revolution, political 
powerhouse and ultimately self-destructive and 
murderous cult leader. 

The Black Terror Ed Wiles The true story of a freed American slave who 
becomes the most famous boxer in Georgian 
London, but can never attains the nobility he 
craves... 

The Moment Joanne Lau A man's life is turned upside down when he 
becomes the reluctant recruit of a contract-
killing agency that follows a unique ethical 
code. 

Vantage George Kellock Four people bear witness to a horrific event, 
throwing their lives and perspectives out of sync 
with everything and everyone around them. 

 


